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BOSTON:
THE LOST

IDEAL
The legend of high-proof culture and

high-minded gentility still lingers-but

in fact the pathetic old city is now feeding

on its own smugness, snobbery, and wilted

traditions and finding the diet pretty thin.

WIT H Boston and its mysteriously en-
during reputation, "the reverberation is

longer than the thunderclap," as Emerson ob-
served abou t the tenacious fame of certain artists.
Boston-wrinkled, spindly-legged, depleted of
nearly all her spiritual and cutaneous oils, pro-
vincial, self-esteeming-has gone on spending
and spending her inflated bills of pure repu-
tation, decade after decade. Now, one supposes
it is all over at last. The old jokes embarrass, the
anecdotes are so .many thrice-squeezed lemons,
land no new fruit hangs on the boughs.

All the American regions are breaking up,
ground down to a standard American corn meal.
And why not Boston, which would have been the
most difficult to maintain? There has never been
anything quite like Boston as a creation of the
American imagination, or perhaps one should
say as a creation of the American scene. Some of
the legend was once real, surely. Our utilitarian,
fluid landscape has produced a handful of re-
gional conceptions, popular images, brief and
naked: the conservative Vermonter, the boastful
Texan, the honeyed Southerner. "Graciousness
is ours," brays a coarsened South; and the sheiks
of Texas cruise around their desert.

The Boston image is more complex. The city
is felt to have, in the end, a pure and special
nature, absurd no doubt but somehow valuable.
An author can hardly fail to turn a penny or
two on this magical subject. Everyone will con-
sent to be informed on it, to be slyly entertained
by it. The image lends itself to exaggerations,
to dreams of social and ethnic purity, to notions
of grand old families still existing as grand
old families are supposed to exist. Actual
Boston, the living city, is governed largely by
people of Irish descent and more and more,
recently, by men of Italian descent. Not long
ago, the old Yankee, Senator Saltonstall, re-
marked wistfully that there were still a good
many Anglo-Saxons in Massachusetts, his own
family among them. Extinction is foreshadowed
in the defense.

Plainness and pretension restlessly feuding and
combining; wealth and respectability and firm-
ness of character ending in the production of a
number of diverting individual tics or, at the
best, instances of high culture. Something of that
sort is the legendary Boston soul or so one sup-
poses without full confidence because the old
citizens of Boston vehemently hold to the notion
that the city and their character are ineffable,
unknowable. When asked for an opinion on the
admirable novel, Boston Adventure, or even the
light social history, The Proper Bostonians, the
answer invariably comes, "Not Boston." The de-
scriptive intelligence, the speculative mind, the
fresh or even the merely open eye are felt to dis-
cover nothing but errors here, be they errors of
praise or censure. Still, wrong-headedness flour-
ishes, the subject fascinates, and the Athenaeum's
list of written productions on this topic is nearly
endless.

The best book on Boston is Henry James's
novel, The Bostonians. By the bald and bold
use of the place name, the unity of situation and
person is dramatized. But poor James, of course,
was roundly and importantly informed by every-
one, including his brother Wil liam, that this too
was "not Boston," and, stricken, he pushed aside
a superb creation, and left the impregnable, un-
fathomable Boston to its mysteries. James's atti-
tude toward the city's intellectual consequence
and social charm is one of absolute impiety. A
view of the Charles River reveals, " ... an hori-
zon indented at empty intervals with wooden
spires, the masts of lonely boats, the chimneys of
dirty 'works,' over a brackish expanse of anoma-
lous character, which is too big for a river and
too small for a bay." A certain house has "a
peculiar look of being both new and faded-a



kind of modern fatigue-like certain articles of
commerce which are sold at a reduction as shop-
worn." However, there is little natural landscape
in James's novel. The picture is, rather, of the
psychological Boston of the 1870s, a confused
scene, slightly mad with neurotic repressions,
provincialism, and earnestness without intellec-
tual seriousness.

J ames's view of Boston is not the usual one,
although his irony and dissatisfaction are shared
by Henry Adams, who says that "a simpler man-
ner of life and thought could hardly exist, short
of cave-dwelling," and by Santayana who spoke
of Boston as a "moral and intellectual nursery,
always busy applying first principles to trifles."
The great majority of the writings on Boston are
in another spirit altogether-frankly unctuous,
for the town has always attracted men of quiet
and timid and tasteful opinion, men interested in
old families and things, in the charms of times
recently past, collectors of anecdotes about those
Boston worthies hardly anyone can still clearly
identify, men who spoke and preached and whose
style and fame deteriorated quickly. Rufus
Choate, Dr. Channing, Edward Everett Hale,
Phillips Brooks, and Theodore Parker: names
that remain in one's mind, without producing
an image or a fact, as the marks are left on the
wall after the picture has been removed. 'William
Dean Howells held a more usual view than
Henry James or Adams or Santayana. Indeed
Howells's original enthusiasm for garden and
edifice, person and setting, is more than a little
exalte. The first sight of the Chapel at Mount
Auburn Cemetery moved him more than the
"Acropolis, Westminster Abbey, and Santa Croce
in one." The massive, gray stones of "the Public
Library and the Athenaeum are hardly eclipsed
by the Vatican and the Pitti." And so on.

The importance of Roston was intellectual and
as its intellectual donations to the country have
diminished, so it has declined from its lofty sym-
bolic meaning, to become a more lowly image, a
sort of farce of conservative exclusiveness and
snobbish humor. Marquand's George Apley is a
figure of the decline-fussy, sentimental, farcically
mannered, archaic. He cannot be imagined as an
Abolitionist, an author, a speaker; he is merely
a "character," a very idiosyncratic and simple-
minded one. The old Boston had something of
the spirit of Bloomsbury: clannish, worldly, and
intellectually serious. About the historian, Pres-
cott, Van Wyck Brooks could say, " ... for at
least ten years, Prescott had been hard at work,
harder, perhaps, than any Boston merchant."

History, indeed, with its long, leisurely, gentle-
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manly labors, the books arriving by post, the cards
to be kept and filed, the sections to be copied,
the documents to be checked, is the ideal pursuit
for the New England mind. All the Adamses
spent a good deal of their lives on one kind of
history or another. The eccentricity, studiousness,
and study-window slow pace of life of the histori-
cal gentleman lay everywhere about the Boston
scene. For money, society, fashion, extravagance,
one went to New York. But now, the descendants
of the old, intellectual aristocracy live in the
respectable suburbs and lead the healthy, rest-
less, outdoor life that atrophies the sedentary
nerves of culture. The blue-stocking, the eccen-
tric, the intransigent bring a blush of uncertainty
and embarrassment to the healthy young couple's
cheek.

BOSTON OR NEW YORK?

B0 S TON today can still provide a fairly
stimulating atmosphere for the banker, the

broker, for doctors and lawyers. "Open end" in-
vestments prosper, the fish come in at the dock,
the wool market continues, and workers are em-
ployed in the shoe factories in the nearby towns.
For the engineer, the physicist, the industrial
designer, for all the highly trained specialists of
the electronic age, Boston and its area are of
seemingly unlimited promise. Sleek, well-designed
factories and research centers pop up everywhere;
the companies plead, in the Sunday papers, for
more chemists, more engineers, and humbly re-
late the executive benefits of salary and pension
and advancement they are prepared to offer.

But otherwise, for the artist, the architect, the
composer, the writer, the philosopher, the his-
torian, for those humane pursuits for which the
town was once noted and even for the delights
of entertainment, for dancing, acting, cooking,
Boston is a bewildering place. There is, first of
all, the question of Boston or New York. (The
question is not new; indeed it was answered in
the last decades of the last century in favor of
New York as the cultural center of America.) It
is, in our day, only a private and personal ques-
tion: where or which of the two Eastern cities
should, one try to live and work in? It is a one-
sided problem. For the New Yorker, San Francisco
or Florida, perhaps-Boston, never. Tn Boston,
New York tantalizes; one of the advantages of
Boston is said, wistfully, to be its nearness to
New York. It is a bad sign when a man, who has
come to Boston or Cambridge, Massachusetts,
from another place begins to show an undivided
acceptance of his new town. Smugness is the great
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vice of the two places. Between puffy self-satisfac-
tion and the fatiguing wonder if one wouldn't be
happier, more productive, more appreciated in
New York a thoughtful man makes his choice.

Boston is not a small New York, as they say
a child is 1I0t a small adult but is, rather, a
specially organized small creature with its small-
creature's temperature, balance, and distribution
of fat. In Boston there is an utter absence of that
wild, electric beauty of New York, of the mar-
velous, excited rush of people in taxicabs at
twilight, of the great Avenues and Streets, the
restaurants, theatres, bars, hotels, delicatessens,
shops. In Boston the night comes down with an
incredibly heavy, small-town finality. The cows
come home; the chickens go to roost; the meadow
is dark. Nearly every Bostonian is in his own house
or in someone else's house, dining at the home
board, enjoying domestic and social privacy. The
"nice, little dinner party"-for this the Bostonian
would sell his soul. In the evenings, the old
"accommodators" dart about the city, carrying
their black uniforms and white aprons in a paper
bag. They are on call to go, anywhere, to cook
anel serve dinners. Many of these women are
former cooks and maids, now living on Social
Security retirement pensions, supplemented by
the fees for these evening "accommodations" to
the community. Their style and the bland respec-
tability of their cuisine keep lip the social tone
of the town. They are like those old slaves who
stuck to their places and, even in the greatest
deprivation, graciously went on loting things to
the Massa.

There is a curious flimsiness and indifference
in the commercial life of Boston. The restaurants
are, charitably, to be called mediocre; the famous
sea food is only palatable when raw. Otherwise it
usually has to e?dure the deep-fry method that
makes everything taste like those breaded pork
chops of the Middle West, which in turn taste
like the fried sale of Boston. Here, French res-
taurants quickly become tea-roomy, as if some
sort of rapid naturalization had' taken place.
There is not a single attractive eating place on
the water front. An old downtown restaurant of
considerable celebri ty, Locke-Ober's, has been
expanded, let out, and "costumed" by one of the
American restaurant decorators whose produc-
tions have a ready-made look, as if the designs
had been chosen from a catalogue. But for the
purest eccentricity, there is the "famous" restau-
rant, Durgin-Park, which is run like a hoarding
house in a mining town. And so it goes.

Downtown Boston at night is a dreary jungle
of hanky-tanks for sailors, dreary department-

store windows, Loew's movie houses, hillbilly
bands, strippers, parking lots, undistinguished
new buildings. Midtown Boston-small, expen-
sive shops, the inevitable Elizabeth Arden and
Helena Rubinstein "salons," Brooks Brothers-
is deserted at night, except for people going in
and out of the Ritz Carlton Hotel, the only
public place in Boston that could be called
"smart." The merchandise in the Newbury Street
shops is designed in a high fashion, elaborate,
furred and sequined, but it is never seen any-
where. Perhaps it is for out-of-town use, like a
traveling man's mistress.

Just as there is no smart life, so there is no
Soho, no Greenwich Village. Recently a man was
murdered in a parking lot in the Chinatown area.
His address was given as the South End, a lower-
class section, and he was said to be a free-spender,
making enough money as a summer bartender
on Cape Cod to lead a free-wheeling life the rest
of the year. One papel- referred to the unfortu-
nate man as a "member of the Beacon Hill
Bohemia set." This designation is of considerable
interest because there is no "Bohemia" in Boston,
neither upper nor lower; the detergent of bour-
geois Boston cleans everything, effortlessly, com-
pletely. If there were a Bohemia, its members
would indeed live on Beacon Hill, the most
beautiful part of Boston and, like the older parts
of most cities, fundamentally classless, providing
space for the rich in the noble mansions and for
the people with little money in the run-down
alleys. For both of these groups the walled gar-
dens of Beacon Hill, the mews, the coach houses,
the river views, the cobble-stone streets are a
necessity and the yellow-brick, sensible structures
of the Fenway-a plausible hut unpoetical resi-
dential section near the Art Museum-are poison.
Espresso bars have sprung up, or rather dug
down in basements, but no summer of wild Bo-
hemia is ushered into town. This reluctance is
due to the Boston legend and its endurance as a
lost ideal, a romantic ques,t.

THE INTELLECTUAL REMAINS

SO :\1E T H IN G transcendental is always
expected in Boston. There is, one imagines,

behind the drapery on Mount Vernon Street a
person of democratic curiosity and originality of
expression, someone alas-and this is the tiresome
Boston ncte-soell-born, It is likely to be, even
in imagination, a she, since women now and not
the men provide the links with the old traditions.
Of her, then, one expects a certain unprofession-
alism, but it is not expected that she will be
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The Passing Scene ill Iloston.

The interior of a well-known Boston house,
that of Mrs. William C. Endicott, whose por-
trait by Sargent hung on the dining-room wall.
(Older photographs are by courtesy of the
Boston. Athenaeum.)

At Mrs. Endicott's death recently, her house,
on one of the most important and valuable
corners in residential Boston, accepted destiny
with almost supernatural swiftness and lIP--
came a rooming house. ln. this recent oieic, the
eye of the camera is benign, preserving more
of the original calm of the house than meets
the astonished eye of the pedestrian ioandering
up Marlboroufih Street.



superficial; she is profoundly conventional in
manner of life but capable of radical insights. To
live in Boston means to seek some connection
with this famous local excellence, the regional
type and special creation of the city. An angry
disappointment attends the romantic soul bent
upon this quest. When the archaeological dig-
gings do turn up an authentic specimen it will be
someone old, nearly gone, "whom you should
have known when she was young"-and still
could hear.

The younger Bostonians seem in revolt against
the old excellence, with its indulgent, unfettered
development of the self. Revolt, however, is too
active a word for a passive failure to perpetuate
the ideal high-mindedness and intellectual effort.
With the fashionable young women of Boston,
one might just as well be on Long Island. Only
in the nervous, shy, earnest women is there a
lingering hint of the peculiar local development.
Terrible faux pas are constantly being made by
this reasonable, honorable person, followed by
blushes and more false steps and explanations
and the final blinking, retreating blush.

Among the men, the equivalent of the blush-
ing, blurting, sensitive, and often "fine" woman,
is a person who exists everywhere perhaps but
nowhere else with such elaboration of type, such
purity of example. This is the well-born failure,
the amateur not by choice but from some fatal
reticence of temperament. They are often descend-
ants of intellectual Boston, odd-ball grandsons,
charming and sensitive, puzzlingly complicated,
living on a "small income." These unhappy men
carry on their conscience the weight of unpub-
lished novels, half-finished paintings, impossible
historical projects, old-fashioned poems, unpro-
duced plays. Their inevitable "small income" is
a sort of dynastic flaw, like hemophilia. Much
money seems often to impose obligations of ener-
getic management; from great fortunes the living
cells receive the hints of the possibilities of genu-
ine power, enough to make some enormously
rich Americans endure the humiliations and
fatigues of political office.Only the most decadent
and spoiled think of living in idleness on mil-
lions; but this notion does occur to the man
afflictedwith ten thousand a year. He will commit
himself with a dreamy courage to whatever traces
of talent he may have and live to see himself
punished by the New England conscience which
demands accomplishments, duties performed,
responsibilities noted, and energies sensibly used.
The dying will accuses and the result is a queer
kind of Boston incoherence. It is literally impos-
sible much of the time to tell what some of the
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most attractive men in Boston are. talking about.
Half-uttered witticisms, grave and fascinating
obfuscations, points incredibly qualified, hesita-
tions infinitely refined-one staggers about,
charmed and confused, by the twilight.

But this person, with his longings, connects
with the old possibilities and, in spite of his
practical failure, keeps alive the memory 0.1 the
best days. He may have a brother who has re-
tained the mercantile robustness of nature and
easy capacity for action and yet has lost all belief
in anything except money and class, who may
practice private charities, but entertain pro-
foundly trivial national and world views. A
Roosevelt, Harriman, or Stevenson is impossible
to imagine as a member of the Boston aristocracy;
in Boston the vein of self-satisfaction and con-
servatism cuts too deeply.

ARROGANCE AND DAZZLE

H A R VA R D (across the river in Cam-
bridge) and Boston are two ends of one

mustache. Harvard is now so large and interna-
tional it has altogether avoided the whimsical
stagnation of Boston. But the two places need
each other, as we knowingly say of a mismatched
couple. Without the faculty, the visitors, the
events that Harvard brings to the life here,
Boston would be intolerable to anyone except
genealogists, antique dealers, and those who find
repletion in a closed local society. Unfortunately,
Harvard, like Boston, has "tradition" and in
America this always carries with it the risk of a
special staleness of attitude, and of pride, in-
credibly and comically swollen like the traits of
hypocrisy, selfishness, or lust in the old dramas.
At Harvard some of the vices of "society" exist,
of Boston society that is-arrogance and the
blinding dazzle of being, being at Harvard.

The moral and social temptations of Harvard's
unique position in American academic life are
great and the pathos is seen in those young
faculty members who are presently at Harvard
but whose appointments are not permanent and
so they may be thrown down, banished from the
beatific condition. The young teacher in this
position lives in a dazed state of love and hatred,
pride and fear; their faces have a look of desper-
ate yearning, for they would rather serve in
heaven than reign in hell. For those who are not
banished, for the American at least, since the
many distinguished foreigners at Harvard need
not endure these piercing and fascinating com-
plications, something of Boston seems to seep
into their characters. They may come from any-
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where in America and yet to be at Harvard unites
them with the transcendental, legendary Boston,
with New England in flower. They begin to revere
the old worthies, the houses, the paths trod by
so many before, and they feel a throb of romantic
sympathy for the directly-gazing portraits on the
walls, for the old graves and old names in the
Mount Auburn Cemetery. All of this has charm
and may even have a degree of social and intel-
lectual value-and then again it may not. Devious
parochialisms, irrelevant snobberies, a bemused
exaggeration of one's own productions, pimple
the soul of a man upholding tradition in a forest
of relaxation, such as most of America is thought
to be. Henry James's observation in his book on
Hawthorne bears on this:

... it is only in a country where newness
and change and brevity of tenure are the com-
mon substance of life, that the fact of one's
ancestors having lived for a hundred and
seventy years in a single spot would become
an element of one's morality. It is only an
imaginative American that would feel urged
to keep reverting to this circumstance, to keep
analyzing and cunningly considering it.

ATTEMPTS TO SPRUCE UP

1FT HEald things of Boston are too heavy
and plushy, the new either hasn't been born or

is appallingly shabby and poor. As early as
Thanksgiving, Christmas decorations unequaled
for cheap ugliness go up in the Public Garden and
on the Boston Common. Year after year, the city
fathers bring out creches and camels and Mother
and Child so badly made and of such tasteless
colors they verge on blasphemy, or would seem
to do so if it were not for the equally dismal,
although secular, little men blowing horns and
the canes of peppermint hanging on the lamps.
The shock of the first sight is the most interest-
ing; later the critical senses are stilled as year
after year the same. bits are brought forth and
gradually one realizes that the whole thing is a
permanent exhibition.

Recently the dying downtown shopping section
of Boston was to be graced with flowers, an idea
perhaps in imitation of the charming potted
geraniums and tulips along Fifth Avenue in New
York. Commercial Boston produced a really
amazing display: old, gray square bins, in which
were stuck a few bits of yellowing, dying ever-
green. It had the look of exhausted greenery
thrown out in the garbage and soon the dust-
bins were full of other bits of junk and discard-
people had not realized or recognized the decora-

tive hope and saw only the rubbishy result.
The municipal, civic backwardness of Boston

does not seem to bother its more fortunate resi-
dents. For them and for the observer, Boston's
beauty is serene and private, an enclosed, intense
personal life, rich with domestic variation, in-
teresting stuffs and things, showing the hearth-
side vitality of a Dutch genre painting. Of an
evening the spirits quicken, not to public enter-
tainment, but instead to the sights behind the
draperies, the glimpses of drawing-rooms on
Louisburg Square, paneled walls, and French
chandeliers on Commonwealth Avenue, book-
shelves and flower-filled bays on Beacon Street.
Boston is a winter city. Every apartment has a
fireplace. In the town houses, old persons climb
steps without complaint, four or five floors of
them, cope with the maintenance of roof and
gutter, and survive the impractical kitchen and
resign themselves to the useless parlors. This is
life: the house, the dinner party, the charm-
ing gardens, one's high ceilings, fine windows,
lacy grillings, magnolia trees, inside shutters,
glassed-in studios on the top of what were'
once stables, outlook on the "river side." Setting
is serious.

When it is not serious, when a splendid old
private house passes into less dedicated hands, an
almost exuberant swiftness of deterioration can
be noticed. A rooming house, although privately
owned, is no longer in the purest sense a private
house and soon it partakes of some of the feckless,
ugly municipal neglect. The contrasts are star-
tling. One of two houses of almost identical ex-
terior design will have shining windows, a bright
brass door-knocker, and its twin will show a
"Rooms" sign peering out of dingy glass, cur-
tained by those lengths of flowered plastic used
in the shower bath. Garbage lies abour in the
alleys behind the rooming houses, discarded fur-
niture blocks old garden gateways. The vulnera-
bility of Boston's way of life, the meanness of
most things that fall outside the needs of the
upper classesare shown with a bleak and terrible
fullness in the rooming houses on Beacon Street.
And even some of the best houses show a spirit
of mere "maintenance," which, while useful for
the individual with money, leads to civic dull-
ness, architectural torpor, and stagnation. In the
Back Bay area, a voluntary, casual association of
property owners exists for the purpose of trying
to keep the alleys clean, the streets lighted be-
yond their present medieval darkness, and to
pursue· other worthy items of neighborhood
value. And yet this same group will "protest"
against the attractive Cafe Florian on Newbury



Street (smell of coffee too strong!) and against
the brilliantly exciting Boston Arts Festiva1 held
in the beautiful Public Garden for two weeks in
June. The idea that Boston might be a vivacious,
convenient place to live in is not uppermost in
most residents' thoughts. Trying to buy groceries
in the best sections of the Back Bay region is an
interesting study in commercial apathy.

SECRET APPEAL

A G REA T many of .the young Bostonians
leave town, often taking off with a sullen

demand for a freer, more energetic air. And yet
many of them return later, if not to the city
itself, to the beautiful sea towns and old villages
around it. For the city itself, who will live in it
after the present human landmarks are gone? No
doubt, some of the young people there at the
moment will persevere, and as a reward for their
fidelity and endurance will themselves later be-
come monuments, old types interesting to stu-
dents of what our colleges call American Civi-
lization. Boston is defective, out-of-date, vain,
and lazy, but if you're not in a hurry it has a
deep, secret appeal. Or, more accurately, those
who like it may make of its appeal a secret. The
weight of the Boston legend, the tedium of its
largely fraudulent posture of traditionalism, the
disillusionment of the Boston present as a cul-
tural force, make quick minds hesitate to embrace
a region so deeply compromised. They are on
their guard against falling for it, but meanwhile

FOR CLARICE
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they can enjoy its very defects, its backwardness,
its slowness, its position as one of the large, pos-
sible cities on the Eastern seacoast, its private,
residential charm. They speak of going to New
York and yet another season finds them holding
back, positively enjoying the Boston life: ...

... Outside it is winter; dark, The curtains
are drawn, the wood is on the fire, the table has
been checked, and in the stillness one waits for
the guests who come stamping in out of the snow.
There are lectures in Cambridge, excellent con-
certs in Symphony Hall, bad. plays being tried
out for the hungry sheep of Bostonbefore going
to the hungry sheep of New York. Arnold Toyn-
bee or T. S. Eliot or Robert Frost or Robert
Oppenheimer or Barbara Ward is in town again.
The cars are double-parked so thickly along the
narrow streets that a moving vehicle can scarcely
maneuver; the pedestrians stumble over the cob-
bles; in the back alleys a eateries and the rats,
enormously fat, run in front of die car lights
creeping into the parking spots. Inside it is cozy,
Victorian, and gossipy. Someone else has not
been kept on at Harvard. The old Irish "accom-
modator" puffs up stairs she had never seen be-
fore a few hours previously and announces that
dinner is ready. A Swedish journalist is just get,
ting off the train at. the Back Bay Station. He has
been exhausted by cocktails, reality, life, taxis,
telephones, bad connections in New York and
Chicago, pulverized by "a good time." Sighing,
he alights, seeking old Boston, a culture that
hasn't been alive for a long time .. , and rest.

by Gwendolyn Brooks
-~ .. '---' -' "

FOR Clarice It Is Terrible Because With This He Takes Away
All the Popular Songs and the Moonlights and Still Night Hushes
And the Movies With Star-eyed Girls and Simpering Males

They were going to have so much fun in the summer.
But winter has come to the edges of his regard.
Not the lace-ice, but the bleak, the bleak steep sorrow.
Not the shy snow, not the impermanent icicles but the hard
The cruel pack and snarl of the unloved cold.

There is nowhere for her to go.
There is no tenderness on whom she may frankly cry.
There is no way to unlatch her face
And show the poor shudder
Of this hurt hour
And the desert death of tomorrow.

Harper's Magazine, December 1959
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